Comparison of methods for measuring dose escalation of the subcutaneous TNF antagonists for rheumatoid arthritis patients treated in routine clinical practice.
Tumor necrosis factor (TNF) antagonists, most frequently prescribed biologics for moderate to severe rheumatoid arthritis (RA), are subject to dose escalation. Even though different methods have been employed to estimate the timing and magnitude of dose escalation, there is no consensus on which method is optimal. The purpose was to evaluate different methods for assessing dose escalation patterns for the subcutaneously delivered TNF antagonists, etanercept and adalimumab. Five different methods to describe dose escalation patterns were compared using a large administrative claims database from US health plans. RA patients age 18 and above with >or=2 claims for etanercept or adalimumab were included. These methods included last dose versus index dose (the dose of a patient's first biologic prescription [adalimumab or etanercept]), average dose versus recommended dose, multiple (>or=2) instances of subsequent doses exceeding the index dose, subsequent doses exceeding a predetermined threshold above the index dose, and the time-trend method, comparing each subsequent dose throughout the course of therapy to the index dose. A total of 1369 etanercept and 461 adalimumab RA patients were evaluated for dose escalation. Estimates of dose escalation were highest for both drugs based on the average dose method (10.3% for etanercept, 33.6% for adalimumab). The time-trend method demonstrated the temporal trends in the percent of patients with dose escalation. Adalimumab patients had a higher rate of dose escalation than etanercept patients, regardless of method. The study is limited in that it could not assess the reason for or clinical outcomes associated with dose escalation. Different methods for evaluating dose escalation yield different numerical estimates but consistently give the same overall comparative result. The choice of method should depend on the specific research question. The average dose method may be the most useful for cost impact studies, whereas the time-trend method provides the most comprehensive information on dose patterns.